


Which industry event is worth honouring with trophies? The answer
is simple - each and every one!

Our customers most often choose trophies for: anniversaries, company 
galas, industry events, various competitions, and as a form of thanking 
employees, partners, or sponsors.

At Modern Forms we create personalised trophies according to the 
nature of the event. We will design any shape, creatively combine
di�erent materials and colours using our proprietary multi-layer printing 
technology. Our trophies will raise the profile of the event and will be 
long remembered by the recipients.

What to keep in mind when ordering trophies?
» specify the number of trophies,
» state name of the person and/or the company to be included on the 
trophy,
» state the reason for the award, such as "thank you for your long-
standing cooperation," as well as any other text you want to include
on the award,
» send graphic elements such as logos, company colours, and fonts used 
most often in company communication,
» clarify with your customer consultant the materials, decoration 
methods, and approximate budget - this will allow you to receive the 
price and design of the award as soon as possible.

WE INVITE YOU TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
THE SHINE COLLECTION

Would you like to customise a trophy for your event?
Please provide its number in a message to your customer consultant.



nr 6105

nr 6098

An elegant, minimalist award 
with a universal design. The 
trophy is a combination of a glass 
plate and a wooden base. The 
main decorative element is the 
gold-copper print on the glass. 
The trophy can be personalised 
as required. The trophy will 
enrich any o�ce interior.

MATERIALS USED:
» WOOD
» GLASS
» LAMINATE

A prize that distinguishes itself 
from the others by the eye-
catching combination of 
elements that create the illusion 
of three-dimensionality.
Prestige is underlined here with 
a copper ornament, noble gold 
colour and solid glass. A trophy 
that is ideal for honouring 
business partners.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» GLASS
» COPPER FOIL



nr 6104

nr 6103

An elegant trophy in classic 
style. The towering form is 
decorated with solid plates in 
gold and black. The centrepiece 
of the trophy is a red printed 
glass plate. A trophy that 
makes your event outstanding.

MATERIALS USED:
» METAL
» GLASS
» WOOD

An unpretentious form, a 
timeless combination of colours 
and materials are the major 
assets of this trophy. A solid 
glass plate printed in gold
and black is placed on a wooden 
base.  An award for special 
entrepreneurial achievements.

MATERIALS USED:
» WOOD
» GLASS
» LAMINATE



nr 6097

nr 6099

A designer trophy with 
meaningful graphics that can 
be customised for any event. 
The award consists of two 
glass elements - a printed 
plate and a base component. 
The award is intended for 
employees and contractors as 
an indication of appreciation 
and recognition.

MATERIALS USED:
» GLASS

A simple, minimalist design
is the strength of this trophy. 
The classic combination of 
wood and glass and the 
precise workmanship allow 
the trophy to be versatile 
and smart for almost any 
business occasion.

MATERIALS USED:
» WOOD
» GLASS



nr 6101

nr 6100

The prize, which refers to nature, 
was created from a combination 
of oak wood and glass. The 
graphics are printed on the glass 
panel. The glass panel is set into 
an absorbing wooden base, on 
which there is also a plate with a 
personal inscription. Excellent 
award for ecological companies.

MATERIALS USED:
» WOOD
» GLASS
» LAMINATE

Trophy to mark a dynamic, 
modern company or a person. 
Placed on a solid wooden base. 
A trophy that can be customised 
as desired by changing the 
graphics and inscription. An 
award that is ideal for a 
modern, innovative industry.

MATERIALS USED:
» GLASS
» METAL
» WOOD



Let's get to know each other! We are Modern Forms - leading European 
manufacturer of sports, business awards and promotional gadgets. We create 
original, personalised medals and trophies - for customers all over the world. 
We use the highest quality materials and proprietary technologies. We operate 
comprehensively - from graphic design, through production, to the dispatch
of finished products to the customer.

WWW.THEMODERNFORMS .COM

contact@modernforms.eu               +48 798 873 873

CONTACT US

GRAPHIC
DESIGN

FULL
COLOUR

PROMPT
PRODUCTION

COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICE

NO LIMITS

https://themodernforms.com/our-brand/contact/
https://themodernforms.com/
https://www.facebook.com/themodernforms
https://www.instagram.com/themodernforms/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPmAyp3GvSFdkBWlIeHnZOQ
https://www.linkedin.com/company/modern-forms/posts/?feedView=all
https://pl.pinterest.com/themodernforms/_created/

